COMMERCIAL
BUSINESS
SURVEYS

Close more business sales in less time
Whether Metro Ethernet or Small and Medium
Businesses (SMB), business class services offer you
tremendous revenue and growth potential. Let CCI
help you respond promptly to potential customers,
quickly determining if a business can be served by
existing cable or offers the ROI to justify a plant
extension.
Get answers in hours with desktop survey
Use our fast, low-cost desktop surveys to determine
in a matter of hours if a business request is
serviceable, buildable or outside acceptable
construction costs.
- CCI uses your plant maps to locate the fiber
		 or coax tie point, then overlays data on
		 Google Earth or Bing.
- Our experts identify potential construction
		 obstacles and the most cost-efficient routing.
- You get the information to support rough
		 cost estimates and, in many cases,
		 go/no-go decisions.
Solidify construction
plans with site survey
Verify your initial construction survey with
a detailed field audit. CCI’s experienced field
technicians visit each site, reducing turn times
to speed your quote process.
- We map the entire route based on cost,
		 maximizing businesses passed.
- You get details including permit costs and
		 required drawings to solidify your estimate.
Support efficient
construction with expert design
CCI designers average 10 years of experience
in plant extensions for most major cable operators.
We quickly create a design that can be constructed

efficiently, ensuring accuracy and consistency with
rigorous quality control.
- We use current design and drafting 		
		 software, including GIS platforms such
		 as SpatialNET, Bentley Comms and ESRI.
- Final designs are returned in your current
		 mapping system.
- CCI can also update post construction
		as-builts.
- Final designs can be done over VPN in
		 your live database for immediate inclusion
		 in your plant records or returned in your
		 current mapping system.
Turnkey solution
saves you time and money
Rely on CCI to help you answer prospective
customers quickly, for higher close rates.
Our process is designed to help you succeed.
- Track projects through your in-house 		
		 database or our customer tracking 		
		database.
- Cut costs with efficient project management
		 to reduce or eliminate repeat surveys.
- Speed turnaround with CCI’s permitting
		 services. Our mappers collect 		
		 the data during the initial site survey; 		
		 our documentation specialists create 		
		 standard templates by permitting entity
		 (county, DOT, etc.) to ensure quick approval;
		 and if you choose, we can handle the
		 submittal process.
Make one call—to CCI
Call today to learn more about CCI commercial
business surveys: 855-337-9299.
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